
Work Experience

Handling eminent web3 brands' social media
accounts
Strategizing end-to-end social media content for
clients 
Keeping track of relevant social media trends and
how they can be incorporated in web3 social media
messaging
Pitching to onboard new clients

Set up the first-of-its-kind crypto news website,
with news bulletins delivered in 60 words or lesser.
Designed the website along with embedding links
to enable sharing, enhance reach, and improve
visibility through Google and other search engines. 
Set up a revenue generation stream by
incorporating Google AdSense. 
Utilised Google Analytics to track traffic and the
most engaged-with posts. Developed content in
line with those insights. 
Streamlined delivery of an EOD newsletter to
subscribers with the most relevant news for the
day.
Set up email marketing to enable communication
between the platform and subscribers. 
Achieved more than 100 views a day within the
first week of launching through promotions on
social media platforms. 

Web3 Account Manager
On The Block
October 2022 to Current

Founder & Editor-in-Chief
Coin Central News
Aug 2022 to Current

Marketing Communication Manager
BitDrive, Dubai
Feb 2022 to Aug 2022 

Summary

A proactive learner, I have
excelled across the marketing
value chain and created content
that has helped companies
transform their brand value. My
passion for breaking-edge
technology has been a bonus as
it helped me engage with
customers, assess their
requirements, and guide my
team in developing market-
driven products and solutions.
As part of startups’ growth
journeys, I have proven my
ability to take the initiative and
collaborate across teams. With
a long-standing association
with the media industry (both
traditional and modern), I am
adept at strategizing and
ideating to ensure the growth of
the brands and companies I am
associated with.

Aheli Raychaudhuri
Content Marketing Specialist

Crypto Central News India

Contact Info

linkedin.com/in/ahelirc/

aheli.raychaudhuri@gmail.com

Twitter: aheli1108

https://cryptocentralnews.in/


Handled the company's internal communications
and collaborated with different teams, including
product building.
Optimised processes and designed and built an in-
house guide for employees to familise themselves
with the company and products.
Strategised and guided the implementation of
brand-building measures for the company's various
products and services.
Created PR narratives and connected with the
relevant stakeholders to boost awareness of the
company's products and aid product recall.

Initiated brand management for the company's
founders and defined their "voices" through
strategic content development.
Built and fostered relationships between the
management and media personnel covering the
crypto industry, along with other stakeholders.
Strategised on the best communication narratives
for the founders, with a focus on their journeys.
Actively engaged in content ideation and strategies
for enhancing the team's visibility and brand
awareness.
Enhanced brand and leadership visibility through
authored articles, curating speaking opportunities,
and collaborations with KOLs and influencers in
the crypto community. 

Strategised and developed PR narratives for
enhancing brand awareness of the company and its
products and services.
Proactively pitched story ideas to journalists and
ensured their queries were resolved in a timely
manner.
Developed PR campaigns for product and company-
related developments.
Cultivated and nurtured relationships with Indian
and international media persons to ensure wide
coverage.

Personal Brand Manager
CoinDCX, Mumbai
May 2021 to Jan 2022 

Senior PR Manager
CoinDCX, Mumbai
Nov 2019 to May 2021

Milestones in My
Content Journey:

IntelAnts (2010-2012)
Began my content writing
and copywriting journey
by writing on technologies
developed and software
services offered by the
company.

Housing.com (2015)
Covered the real estate
market by developing
copies for budding
commercial and
residential developments.
Learned how to write SEO
while writing marketing
copy. 

Scroll.com (Dec 2015-
Aug 2016)
Curated news stories that
were likely to witness the
highest traffic. 
Developed strategies to
increase traffic to the site.



Stayed up-to-date with industry developments and
ensured statements were released by the company
instantly.
Wrote press releases and ensured their
dissemination through the most relevant channels.

Instrumental as part of the initial team at one of
India's first news portals exclusively devoted to the
cryptocurrency industry.
Gathered news and stayed updated with industry
regulations and government policies. 
Assessed industry sentiment through networking
with industry stakeholders at conferences held for
and by the Indian cryptocurrency industry. 
Covered crypto-related scams in India and ripple
effects from global events.
Helped create visibility and enhanced the presence
of brands and exchanges offering cryptocurrency-
related services in India.

Edited reports sent in by reporters in the city as
well as smaller cities and towns across Gujarat. 
Designed city pages and coordinated with multiple
bureaus across the state to ensure the most
important developments were covered. 
Took the initiative on slow news days to ideate and
take up stories for publishing on tight deadlines to
ensure optimum use of newspaper space.

Associate Editor
Crypto-News India, Chennai
Nov 2017 to Nov 2021 

Senior Copy Editor/Correspondent
The Times of India, Vadodara
Aug 2016 to Jul 2017

Educational Background

Master of Arts in Journalism
Indian Institute of Journalism and New Media
Year of Graduation: 2013

Bachelor of Arts in Journalism and Mass
Communication
 Manipal Academy of Higher Education
Year of Graduation: 2011

Content Marketing from
Hubspot
SEO Foundations from
Linkedin Learning
How to write a B2B
marketing plan
B2B Marketing Foundations
Social Media Marketing
Foundations

LinkedIn Courses:

Email Marketing: 
Content Management
(WordPress, Medium,
Mirror.xyz)
Podcast Platforms
(YouTube)
Social Media Tools and
Platforms (Discord, Twitter
Spaces, Instagram, etc.)
Google Suite, MS Office

Proficiency with Tools, like:

https://app-eu1.hubspot.com/academy/achievements/nrfcw98k/en/1/aheli-ray/content-marketing
https://www.linkedin.com/learning/certificates/0bd5fff47269b4ff3f632dab6c9260d1b942652c69a6053e5fb80db265549265
https://www.linkedin.com/learning/certificates/1bed5ecc72fcdfa950c130cac18eb66249c31a76fb9a616594fb296fbff8294f
https://www.linkedin.com/learning/certificates/522a7f262d9f8062fd20e9f62dcf32b994408e52bdf5395c94881232036c3dd9?trk=share_certificate
https://www.linkedin.com/learning/certificates/c962e2f7b88b2482239055e35540577afdccfa16347e7698e4bee111f1ffbc4a


Links To My Work

Coin Central News India

Talking About NFTs and Women in Web3

Moderated an Event with Blockchained India on
"#Bitcoin #WhitePaperRelease Anniversary!"

Twitter Spaces with ChoiceDAO

Twitter Spaces with Surge (NFT Project)

My Testimonials

Featured In (Media Mentions and Guest
Posts)

Bit2Buzz

Articles on MuckRack

Women in Blockchain - or Lack Thereof! (Coin
Crunch)

Why Cryptocurrency is Booming in India Despite
National Ban Fears

https://cryptocentralnews.in/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EOS6LFAZFbA&t=5s
https://twitter.com/blockchainedind/status/1454694186746138627
https://twitter.com/TheChoiceDAO/status/1546961876524965889
https://twitter.com/gwsofficialNFT/status/1545394388997660674
https://bit2buzz.com/profile/154/Aheli-Raychaudhuri
https://muckrack.com/aheli-raychaudhuri/articles
https://coincrunch.in/2018/03/08/women-blockchain-lack-thereof-aheli-rauchaudhuri/
https://wealthybot.io/why-cryptocurrency-is-booming-in-india-despite-national-ban-fears/

